
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The history of the ______________ States is full of the names of heroes.1.
(united/uniting)

It is not ______________ that miners should be intemperate, and that their
recreations should rise no higher than dog-racing and cock-fighting.
2.

(surprised/surprising)

In one corner was a grey- ______________ iron door.3. (painted/painting)

Ah, I'm ______________ of him for a horse: he is little good.4. (tired/tiring)

It is ______________ to note the size of the packet in which this lady
crossed the Atlantic.
5.

(interested/interesting)

It's not merely that I'm ______________ of it all.6. (tired/tiring)

And now that she was gone, it was ______________ to see what a void
was left.
7.

(astonished/astonishing)

What a restless, ardent, many- ______________ thing is genius even here
below?
8.

(handed/handing)

So few lords-when you come to think of it-write poetry at all, that it is
______________ to note the effect of aristocratic blood upon the style of a
writer.

9.

(interested/interesting)

The newspapers of Paris and the departments have copied this
correspondence between the ambassador of the ______________ States
and the Secretary of State.

10.

(united/uniting)

Another man was strolling toward them across the golden-
______________ pasture field.
11.

(lighted/lighting)

A woman, sad- ______________ and anxious, opened to his knock and
ushered him into the front parlour.
12.

(eyed/eyeing)

She fixed her eyes upon her plate, and was ______________ to find it
empty.
13.

(shocked/shocking)
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It is not ______________ that the highest order of talent was employed to
advance literature in Greece.
14.

(surprised/surprising)

I followed slowly; I felt very much ______________, and went upstairs still
staggering from the motion of the boat.
15.

(exhausted/exhausting)

This was received with much approval by the crowd, which had evidently
more than half-forgotten the terrible purpose for which it had assembled
there, and was now much ______________ in what bid fair to be a keen
dispute.

16.

(interested/interesting)

She was ______________ to see that the drawings on the pattern bags
did not nearly equal what she was capable of doing, though Charles had said
that he purposely picked out those which appeared to him the best done.

17.

(pleased/pleasing)

A suitable thick- ______________ bulb is to be blown on the small tube,
as in the case described above.
18.

(walled/walling)

She was very much ______________, and came and told me.19.
(frightened/frightening)

American literature at this time was still subservient to that of England and
it is not ______________ that the new literary impulse from Germany should
have found reflection on this side of the Atlantic.

20.

(surprised/surprising)
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